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Dear Parents,

Another busy month has gone by to facilitate the children’s virtual
learning, plus two weeks of attending school physically have increased
their knowledge and introduced them to new concepts.

Our theme for this month was the Solar System, Continents & Flags of
the World. As anticipated, our children showed great interest and
enthusiasm while studying the Solar System, the Continents of the
world, etc. To give a firsthand experience of the Solar System, the
children germinated green beans at home to observe the transformation
of a seed to a plant over time. These opportunities provided the children
to delve into the exploration of new things and create an understanding
of the importance of sun and water for the well-being of every living
creature on earth as a planet. The children have benefitted from the
theme in many ways, such as valuing cultural diversity and traditions,
respecting and embracing differences. A very good example of this is
the practical life activity “use of chopsticks” which soon became the
preferred choice of work in the classroom.

The Rainbow students have been making a remarkable effort in the
language area, which has resulted in advanced vocabulary, fluency in
spoken language, reading, and improved spelling skills. Our Rainbow
students are now more familiar with the terms ‘verb ‘ and ‘noun’ and
they are able to pinpoint the verb and noun in any given phrase or
sentence. To peak their curiosity in learning, we encouraged them to
narrate the Solar System as stories of their own. This exposed them to
different terminologies (rotate, solar, galaxy, orbit, etc.) and it was lovely
to see how soon the children were able to memorize and say them.

Many of our Rainbow students have started practicing skip counting by
5 and 10, addition, subtraction even multiplication by rote. These
concepts are crucial and lay a strong foundation for efficiency in
problem-solving skills. The children’s ability in counting in sequence and
number recognition were also reinforced by identifying the number of
planets on the solar system and the number of continents associating
them with the corresponding numerals. 
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Our Star children enjoyed learning the names of the Planets and the
continents and finding the initial sounds of each Planet and continent.
Our Stars has been building three- and four–letter words some can read
them independently. The students were introduced to sight words,
which are essential in learning and developing reading skills at an early
stage.

The Star class students have been practicing more addition and
subtraction forms while revising the previous lessons in order to solidify
their learning. A few students have shown exceptional mathematical
skills by writing numbers in hierarchical order, skip counting by 2, 10,
and writing numbers bigger than one- hundred. The children also
learned how to differentiate the sizes of the planets and the continents
through tangible experience and visual aids ( picture cards, models of
planets, continent puzzles, etc).

The Rainbow and Star students have made great progress in learning 
Arabic this month. Many of them can write their names in Arabic
independently. PE and Music are the areas that the children enjoyed the
most It is wonderful to see the children actively enjoy the outdoor
activities.  Planting flowers and having some dirt on their hands was the
favorite activity on Mother's Day. The children were also proud to make
lovely Mother's Day cards, drawing pictures, and sending messages of
love. 

We look forward to welcoming an exciting month ahead with the
fascinating theme ‘Opposites and Transportation’. 

Best wishes,
Kim Ferreira
Principal 
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